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Synopsis 
The base-stacking patterns in over 70 published crystal structures of nucleic acid con- 

stituents and polynucleotides were examined. Several recurring stacking patterns were 
found. Base stacking in the solid state apparently is very specific, with particular modes 
of interaction persisting in various crystalline environments. The vertical stacking of 
purines and pyrimidines in polynucleotides is similar to that observed in crystals of 
tiucleic acid constituents. Only partial base overlap was found in the majority of the 
structures examined. Usually, the base overlap is accomplished by positioning polar 
substituents over the ring system of an adjacent base. The stacking interactions are 
similar to those found in the crystal structures of other polar aromatic compounds, but 
are considerably different from the ring-ring interactions in nonpolar aromatic compounds. 
Apparently, dipole-induced dipole forces are largely responsible for solid-state base stack- 
ing. It is found that halogen substituents affect, base-stacking patterns. In general, 
the presence of a halogen substituent results in a stacking pattern which permits inti- 
mate contact between the halogen atom and adjacerit purine or pyrimidine rings. Con- 
sidering differences in  the stacking patterns found for halogenated and nonhalogenated 
pyrimidines, a niodel is proposed to account for the mutagenic effects of halogenated 
pyrimidineo. 

INTRODUCTION 

During t,he past several years, a number of investigations have suggested 
t,hat, in aqueous solutions, parallel stacking of purine and pyrimidine 
bases is a major stabilizing force in oligo- and polynucleotides,2-10 com- 
plexes of purines and pyrimidines with oligonucleotides and polynucleo- 
tides, ll-lfi and aggregat,es of nucleosides, nucleotides, purines, and pyrimi- 
dines. 17-22 Stacking interactions are of considerable importance since, in 
addition to stabilizing polynucleotides, t,hey apparently play an important 
role in governing the binding of smaller aromatic compounds to  nucleic 
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acids. However, little is known about the specific factors which are re- 
sponsible for base stacking. Since base stacking apparently does not 
occur in nonaqueous s 0 1 v e n t s , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  the base-base interactions have been 
attributed to hydrophobic factors. Theoretical s t u d i e ~ ~ ~ - ~  have stressed 
the possible importance of dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole, London 
dispersion, and monopole-monopole interactions. 

In  order to provide additional information about the types of interactions 
which accompany the parallel stacking of purines and pyrimidines, we have 
examined the stacking patterns in fibers of polynucleotides and crystals of 
nucleic acid constituents. These interactions have been compared with 
those found in the crystal structures of other aromatic compounds. 

Results obtained in this investigation suggest that dipole-induced 
dipole forces are largely responsible for base stacking in the solid state. 
Only partial overlap of bases was found in the majority of structures 
examined. Usually, this overlap is accomplished in a highly specific 
manner by positioning polar substituents of one base over the ring of a 
neighboring base. The observed interactions are closely analogous to 
those found in other polar aromatic compounds but are considerably dif- 
ferent from the ring-ring interactions in crystals of nonpolar aromatic 
compounds. The base-stacking patterns are described, and possible rela- 
tionships to biological systems discussed. 

METHODS 

Calculations were based on crystallographic parameters obtained 
from published crystal structure analyses. Least-squares planes through 
the atoms of the purine and pyrimidine rings were calculated by the 
method of Blow.z* Projections perpendicular to these planes were cal- 
culated and the positions of the atoms in these projections were plotted on 
a high speed printer. Interplanar spacings and all distances between the 
atoms of stacked bases were calculated. Hydrogen atoms, when shown, 
were plotted assuming trigonal bonding to the heavy atoms of the bases. 
Fiber structures of polynucleotides, along with the crystal structures of 
about 65 nucleosides, nucleotides, purines, and pyrimidines, were ex- 
amined. In  addition, we examined the stacking interactions in the 
crystal structures of a number of other aromatic compounds. 

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 

All figures show the stacking of two bases as viewed perpendicular to 
the least-squares plane of the base on top, which is represented by the 
darker lines. I n  most cases the bases are related by lattice translations or 
crystallographic inversion centers; the planes of the bases are consequently 
parallel. The legends for the figures list the interplanar spacings d for these 
parallel stacked pairs. The dihedral angles 0 between base planes are 
listed for base pairs which are not exactly parallel. The figure legends also 
list the interbase distances which are shorter than 3.5 A and the shortest 
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0(1) ’-base distances. The crystal structures are grouped to show common 
modes of interaction. The labels on the drawings describe the com- 
ponents (other than water) which are present in the crystal structures. 
The ribose moieties are shown for a number of the nucleosides and nucleo- 
tides; in other cases only the glycosidic carbon atom or the carbon atom plus 
the ribose ring oxygen atom, O(l)’, are shown. In  Figures 2 ,  3, and 
15-19, nitrogen atoms are depicted by solid circles; oxygen atoms by 
small open circles; and methyl groups by large open circles; the hydro- 
gen atoms are not shown in these figures. The figures depict only nearest 
neighbor base stacking patterns. Hydrogen bonding and other important 
stabilizing interactions present in the crystal structures are not shon t i .  

RESULTS 

Nucleic Acid Constituents 

Base stacking, loosely defined here as partial overlap or close approach 
of bases which are parallel or approximately parallel, was found in the 
greatest number of the crystal structures examined. The stacking in 
these structures is depicted in Figures 1-15. No stacking was found 
in crystals of 3-methylcytosine hydrobr~mide ,~~  monoclinic cytidylic acid 
b, 30 2 ’-deoxycytidine hydrochloride, cytosine-&acetic acid, 6-t hio- 
purine riboside, 33  ci-br~mouridine,~~ S-methyluracil hydrobromide, 35 and 
3’-O-acetyladenosine. 36 

A striking feature that is common to most of the structures depicted is 
the specific manner in which the bases partially ~verlap.~’  Extensive 
overlap of adjacent bases is the exception rather than the rule; usually the 
bases are positioned so that only a few atoms overlap an adjacent base. In  
the majority of cases, the bases stack with electronegative heteroatoms 
fornung close contacts with the aromatic ring systems. 

Xumerous examples display the recurrence of specific types of stacking 
interactions. An especially significant example of a particular type of 
interaction which is found in different crystal structures is shown in Figure 
1. Figures la, 10, and l c  show the stacking found for three adenine nu- 
cleosides and nucleotides; E’igure Id shows the self-association of deoxy- 
guanosine in a co-crystal with 5-bromodeoxycytidine. Despite other 
large differences in these crystal structures, the stacking interactions are 
very similar. In  all four structures, a polar substituent (either an amino 
group or a carboriyl oxygen atom) is positioned above the imidazole ring of 
:in adjacent purine. In addition, the ribose oxygen atoms, O(l)’, form close 
contacts with the adjacent bases. 

Interactions between atom O(1)’ of the ribose rings and adjacent purine 
or pyrimidine bases is an important feature in the crystal structures of 
riucleosides and nu~ leo t ides .~~  In  marly cases, the sugar-to-base contact 
appears to be the dominant interaction between adjacent molecules, with 
little or no base overlap. Examples of such crystal structures are shown 
i n  1;igures 2-4. In  some of these structures the distances between O(1) ’  
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\ 
J'-" 

(a) Deoryodenosine Monohydraie 

d.3.40 

(M Adenosine-5'-Phosphote 

d=3.46 

Fig. 1 (continued) 
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c 
(c) Adenosine and 5-Bromouridine 

d = 3 . 3 6  

I n /  

i 

\ 
H 

C 
(d) Oeoxyguanosine and 5- Somodeoxycylidne 

d = 3 4 0  

H 

Fig. 1. $imilar modes of stacking for deoxyg~anosine and adenine @vatives: ( a )  
d = 5.40 A, C(6)-N(9) = 3;46 A;38 ( b )  d = 3.46 A; O(l)’-N(9) = 3.49 +,O(l)’-C(X) = 
!.29 A, O(l)’-N(7) =;3.27 A, O(I)’-C(>) =o 3.45 A, C(4)-N(6) 7 3.43 A;39 (c )d  = 3.::6 
A, C(4)-0(1)’ = 3.41;\, C(5)-0(1)’ = 3.41 .\2 C(6)-N(Y) = 3.4021, ?(6)-C(5) = 3.47 ‘1, 
N(7)-O(1)’ = 3.41 -\, C(StO(1)’  = ii.4; ,\, N(9-0 (1 ) ’  = 3.4.5 .1;4” ( d ) d  = 3.40 3, 
N(1)-O(1)‘ = 3.31 ;I, C ( 2 t O ( l ) ’  = 3.UUrA. N ( 3 t O ( l ) ’  = 3.13 .\, C(4)-O(1)’ = 20A,  
C(-j)-O(1)’ = 3.4s )\, c(~)-N(!I) = 3.36 .\, c (~ ) -o ( I ) /  = 3.48 A . 4 1  
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and the atoms of an adjacent base are considerably less than the sum of 
the van der Waals radii of the atoms involved. 

In  addition to the examples shown in Figure 1, a number of other 
structures display base-base contacts involving interactions of amino or 

(a) Barium Uridine-5:Phosphate (b) Cytidine 

(C) 5-Methyl Uridine (d) sodium Inarine-5’-Phorpho!e 

Fig. 2 (continued) 
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d 
(e) 5-[ 1 - (  2 LDeoxy- K- D-ribofuranoryl) (f) 6-Thiopurine Riboride 

- uracilyl 3 disulfide 

Fig. 2.  Intezactions of ribose ringsowith purines and pyripidines: (a) e = 3.3’, O(1)’- 
C(2) = 3.48 4, 0(1)’-N(3) = 3.30 4, O(l)’-C(5) = 3.14$0(1)’-C(4) = 2.74&0(2)- 
O(2) = 3.18 A, C(2)-0(1)’ = 3.48 A,N(3)-0(1)‘ =$.30A,C(5)-0(1)’ =d.14& C(4)- 
0(1) ’=  z .74i ;43 ( b ) d  =3.524,0(1)’-N(l) = 3.?8A,O(l)’-C(2)=3.1?A,O(l)‘-N(3) 
= 3.40 A, O(1)’-C(6) = 3.47 A;44 (c) d =03..59 ‘4, O(l)’-C(5) =03.25 A, O(1)’-C(6) = 

30.20 ~ ; 4 5  ( d )  e = 21.7~0, o(i)’-c(4) = 3.29 A, o(i)’-c(5) 3.17 A, O ( I ) ~ - C ( ~ ) ~ =  3.11 
A, C(4)-C(6lO= 3.45 A;46 (c) 0 = 35.OO0, N( l tO(1) ’  = 3.195, C(2)-O(1)’ = 3.06b, C(6)- 

N ( 3 ) r  3.21 A;47 ( f ) O  = 3.31, N(lFO(1)’ = 3.49AbC(2)-0(1)’ = 3.43 A, N(3)-0(1)’ = 

3.26 A, F(4)-0(1)’ = 3.02 A, C(5)-0(1)’ = 3.08 A, C(6)-0(1)’ = 3.34 A, O(1)’-C(8) 
= 3.17A.3a 

C(6) = 3.26 4,0(2)-0(1)’  = 3.24A, O(l)’-C(2)o= 3.07 A, O(1)’-0(2) = 3.37A, O(1)’- 

carbonyl groups with the ring systems of adjacent bases. Interactions 
of amino groups with purines and pyrimidines are shown in Figure 5 .  
This type of stacking is also found in the crystal structures of other amino- 
substituted aromatic compounds (e.g., Figure 21a). 

Stacking interactions involving carbonyl oxygen atoms are represented 
in Figures 6 and 7. In  all of these structures, the carboriyl groups are 
positioned above adjacent rings; in the largest percentage of cases, the 
corresponding interplanar spacings are short. It is noteworthy that similar 
interactions are also found in a number of crystalline molecular com- 
p l e x e ~ . ~ ~ - ‘ j ~  As demonstrated by Figure 7e ,  thione derivatives are also 
capable of forming similar contacts. 

Figure 8 shows an interesting mode of stacking which is found in several 
of the halogenated pyrimidines. In  these structures, the halogen atoms 
are positioned in close contact with neighboring pyrimidines. Similar 
interactions between halogen substituents and aromatic rings are also 
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Fig. 3. Ribose-purine interaction in the crystal structure of 3’-O-acetyladenosine; e = 
34.3”, N(1)-O(1)’ = 3.17 A.38 

found in crystals of the halogenated purines, as shown in Figures 9 and 
1 le .  

Another type of recurring interactions is that involving the ring nitrogen 
atoms of purines and pyrimidines. The roles of these atoms in stacking are 
depicted in Figures 10 and 11. Again, it is found that the stacking permits 
the nitrogen atoms to interact with the ring systems of neighboring bases. 

Solution studies have suggested that stacking is pH-sensitive; for most 
dinucleotides, stacking is essentially eliminated a t  low pH.’ I n  agreement 
with the solution studies, no stacking interactions were found in the crystal 
structures of protonated pyrimidines. However, most of the protonated 
purines were found to stack in a characteristic fashion with atom N(3) in 
close proximity to atom N(7) of a parallel base. The stacking found in 
these structures is shown in Figure 12. A similar mode of stacking is also 
found for nonprotonated 9-ethylhypoxanthine, as indicated in Figure l l e .  

We were somewhat surprised at the absence of extensive superposition of 
bases in the majority of the structmes examined. The crystal structures of 
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guaiiosine and inosine, hich are isomorphous in spite of the differences 
in hydrogen bonding,s’ 82 suggested that puiine superposition might be an 
important stabilizing force in a number of other crystal structures. The 
stacking found in the guanosiiic and inosine structuies is shon n in l’igure 13. 
Examination of purine staching in related sti uctures demonstrates that this 
degree of overlap is unusual. Ho\\ ever, several purine CIJ stal structures do 
show moderate degrees of base overlap n hich is accompanied by short inter- 
planar sep:trations; these structures are depicted in Figure 14. As in the 
majority of other structures, the stacking is accomplished so that, in most 
instances, oxygen or nitrogen atoms are positioned over adjacent bases. 

While superposition of purines is usually accompanied by short inter- 
planar spacings, extensive overlap of pyrimidines results in large separations 
betneen bases. Three examples of stacking of this type are dhonn in 
Figure 15. 

Pol ynucleotides 

Figures 16-20 show the intrastrand base stacking interactions found in 
the helical structures of several polynucleotides. Similar to the crystal 
structures of the constituents, stacking in the polynucleotides involves only 
partial overlap of the bases. Again, this partial overlap is accomplished by 
positioning oxygen or nitrogen atoms in close contact with adjacent bases. 
Several of the stacking patterns found in the nucleic acid constituents also 
appear in the polynucleotides. For example, it may be noted that the over- 
lap of bases in polyadenylic acid (Fig. 20) is similar to that found for the 
adenine derivatives depicted in l’igure 1. 

In  addition to the intrastrand stacking depicted in Figures 16-20, some of 
the double helical polynucleotide structures also show interstrand stacking. 
It is found that interstrand stacking is especially important in the structures 
of A-DNA and RNA. For some base sequences, interstrand stacking is the 
predominant type. For example, although there is minimal intrastrand 
stacking for the pyrimidine-purine sequence in A-DXA (Fig. 16b), there is a 
great deal of interstrand stacking for this sequence. In  RNA (Figs. 196 
and 19d), where the uracil residual lacks the methyl group which is found on 
thymine residues in DNA, interstrand stacking is the predominant type for 
both the pyrimidine-pyrimidine and the pyrimidine-purine sequence. 
However, it is noteworthy that only intrastrand stacking is found in the B 
form of DSA. 

Other Aromatic Compounds 

3Iany of the interbase spacings found for the structures depicted in 
Figures 1-14 are in the range which is typical of aromatic charge transfer 
(donor-acceptor) complexes. Since these complexes contain polar com- 
pounds and the charge transfer process apparently contributes little to their 
ground state ~ t a b i l i t y , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  it is likely that the complexes are stabilized by 
the same forces which are in effect in crystals of nucleic acid constituents. 
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Therefore the stacking interactions in a number of charge transfer com- 
plexes were also examined. 

Selected examples of the stacking in these complexes are shown in Figure 
21. Figures 21a, 21b, and 21c can be compared with the similar modes of 
purine and pyrimidine stacking shown in Figures 5-8. Similar to the nu- 
cleic acid constituents, these aromatic systems are rarely positioned in such 

Adenylyl-2 -Phosphate - 5  1 Uridine (b) Deoxycytidine . HCI 

(c) C yt id ine -3’- Phosphate (Or t horhornbic) 

Fig. 4 (continued) 
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(d) C y I id h e - 3 2  Phosphate (Monoclinic) 

(e) Adenosine-3’-Phosphate 

Fig. 4. Additional interactions i9volving atom O(1)’ o,f niicleosides and nucleotides: 
(a) e = 1+.8O, N(1)-O(1)’ = 34.5 A, C(2F0(1)’ = 2.9: A, C(S)-O(l)’ = 3.46 A;@ ( b )  
d = 2.26 A, O(l)’-C(2) = 2.14 A, 0(1)’-N(3) = 3.28 A;31 (c) e = 22.300, N ( l t O ( 1 ) ’  = 
3.024, N(3)-O(1)’ = 3.45A, C(6)-O(1)’ = 3 . j l  d, C(5)-OCl)’ = 3.41 A, C(2)-0(1)’ = 
3.21 A;49 ( d )  d = 3 9  d, O(l)’-C(s) = 3:13 A, C(2)’-0(6) = 3:07 A ; 3 0  ( e )  d = 3.34 A, 
N(1)-O(1)’ = 3.21 6, C(2)-0(1)’ = 3.14 A, N(3)-0(1)’ = 3.37 A, O(9)-O(3)’ = 3.18 A, 
N(9)-015)’ = 3.31 A, C(4)-0(5)’ = 3.38 A, C(8)-0(3)’ = 3.39 d.50 

a manner that there is any great amount of ring overlap. Rather, the 
charge transfer complexes are also usually characterized by the interaction 
of polar substituents with adjacent aromatic systems. Figure 21e shows 
an exception to this rule; in this unusual case the charge transfer process 
evidently dominates the interaction.100 

Although not depicted in the enclosed figures, partial overlap of parallel 
rings was found in crystals of acridinelo1 and ethidium bromide.’Q2 N o  
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(01 2-Arnino-4,6-Dichloropyrirnidine (b) Cytosine Monohydrate 

6.3.32 dr3.3 

\ 
(c) 2,5-Diamino-4-Mercapto-6-Methyipyrihdine 

d.3.58 

Fig. 5 (continued) 
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Id) 9-Ethyl Guanine and I -Methyl Cytosine 

d'3.4 

(0) Deoxyguanorine and 5-Eromodeoxycytidine 

d r3 .4  

Fig. 5 .  Interactioons of amino groups wiih purines and pyrimi9nes: (a) d = 3.32 8, 
N\l>-C(5) = 3.41 $, N(l)-C(6) = 3.42), C(2)-C(4) = 3.49 A, C(2)-C(5) = 3.37 A, 
N(2)-C(2) ~ ~ 3 . 3 9  A, N(2)-N(?) = 3.42 A, N(3)-C(4) = 3.48 A ; 5 I  ( b )  e = 2.21°, N(3)- 
C(4) = 3.44 A;52 (c) d = 3.58 A;53 ( d )  (similar stacking observed in the isomorphovs 9- 
ethylguanine-1-m:thyl-S-fluorocystosine structure) e 6.45', N(2)-N(1) =$.48 A, C 
(2)-N(1) 1 3 . 4 1  A;54 ( e )  e = O.O?", C(2)-N(2) = 3.37 A, N(3>-C(2) = 3.40 A, C(4)-N 
(1 )  = 3.38 A, N(4>-C(6) = 3.33 A." 
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C 

CH, 

(a) 9-Ethyladenine and I-Methyluracil 

dr3.34 

H 

(b) Barium Uridine-5'-Phosphate 

d = 3.2 

(c) 9-ElhylQuanine and I -Methylcytosine 

d.3.25 

Fig. 6 (continued) 
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P 

(d) I -Methylthymine and 9-Methyladenine 

d.328 

Fig. 6. Pyrimidine stacking interactions involving two caJbonyl groups: ( a )  d, = 324 
ii, C(4)-C(4) 3.40 A;56 ( b )  e = 3.2p0, N(3b0(6)  = 3.46 b, C(4 j C ( 4 )  = 3.35 A, C(4)- 
O(4) = 3.12 A, C(5>-0(4) = 3.27 A, O(4)-0(4) = 3.38 A;43 (c) (similar stacking ob- 
serve: in the isomorphou: 9-ethylguaiiine-1-meihyl-5-fluorocytosine !tructure) d = 

3.25 A, N ( l F N ( 3 )  =03.49 A, C(2bC(2) =, 3 30 A, C(2)-N(3) 
3.47 
N(3)-C(5) = 3.39 A, C(4bC(4) = 3.37 

3.48 A, O(ZbC(4) = 

(d )  = 3.2; A, N(1)-0(4) = S.$9 A, C(2)-0(4) = 3.42 A, N(3)-C(4) = 3.36 A,  

stacking was found in the aromatic hydrocarbons benzene,lO3 naphtha- 
lene,Io4 anthracene, lo5 and phenanthrene.lo6 

DISCUSSION 

Stacking Forces 

The most striking feature of these structures is the recurring interaction 
of heteroatoms with adjacent bases. As can be seen by molecular orbital 
calculations107 or by valence-bond considerations,lo8 the purines and py- 
rimidines possess considerable charge asymmetry with the nitrogen and oxy- 
gen atoms of the bases carrying large partial charges; consequently, bonds 
involving the heteroatoms have relatively large bond moments. Thus 
these stacking forces appear to  be mainly of the dipole-induced dipole type, 
involving the electrostatic interaction of a partial bond moment with a 
polarizable a-electron s y ~ t e m . ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O  Interactions of this type in other 
crystal structures have been described.94 Less specific London dispersion 
forces would be expected to further stabilize the stacked configuration. 

The observed solid-state stacking suggests that association involving 
partial overlap of bases is the most common type of interaction. This type 
of interaction is probably a primary stabilizing force in the solid state, as 
evidenced by the close approaches of parallel bases in these crystal struc- 
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tures (e.g., the interplanar separations found in graphite and crystals of 
polynuclear aromatic molecules are usually about 3.4-3.5 8). The recur- 
ring modes of stacking in these structures indicate that the stacking interac- 
tions are surprisingly specific. In  many cases, the base stacking is even 
more specific than hydrogen bonding. For example, the hydrogen-bonding 

(a) 5-Methyl Uridine 
d'3.59 

H \ / 

Br- c: 

\ 
H 

/ 
;/o 

/ '" 
0 
0 5-Bro~uridine and Adenosine 

6354 

Fig. 7 (continued) 
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I 
H 

(d 5-Ruorourocil and 9-Elhylhypoxonthine 
d83.12 

(d) Cytorine 

d = 3.36 

i' 

s 
(e) 2,4-0ithiouracil 

d*3.41 
(f) 5'-Bromo-5'-Deoxylhymidine 

d.3.84 

Fig. 7. pverlap irivolviiig a sbgle cnrboiiyl oxygenoatom or thione sylfur atom: (a )  

3.33 A, 0(1)'-9(6) = 3.28 A;tu ( c ) d  3.12 8 ,  N( lFC(4)  = 3.20& C(2)-C(4) = 3.49A;57 
( d )  d = 3.36 ;\, N(1)-0(2) = 3.440AJ C(2)-0(2) = 3.4008, C(4)-N(3) = 3;42& C(3)- 
N(3) = 2.50 A, C(6)-N(l)= 3.39 A, C(6)-C(2) = S.48 .4;58 ( e )  d = 3.41 A,C(6)-N(3) 
= 3.44 A;'9 (f) d = 3.84 A.6" 

d = ?.39 A, C(. i tO(l) '  = :.25 A, C(6)-O(1)' = 3.20 A;31 ( b )  d = 3.54 A, O(1)'-C(5) = 
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(0) 5-Bromouridine with Dimethyhulfoxide 

d= 3.56 

I 

(c) 5-lodo Lhmyuidin  

9 3 . 6 8  

-H 

(b) 5-Bromo Deoayuridine 

d = 3.46 

F 

(d) 5-FIuw0 Deoayuridine 

d'3.31 

Fig. 8 (continued) 
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(e) 9-Ethylodehe and I -Methyl-5-Fluorourocil 

d .340 

Fig. 8. Pyrimidine stacking iiiLeractions irivolviorig halogen atoms: ($) d = 3.56 

(2) = 30.49 A;67 ( e )  d = 3.40 A, N(1)-F(3) - 3.38 ti, C(.i)-C(6) = 3.45A, C(G)-F(.i] 

Ax;s5 ( b )  d,  = 3.46 A;34 (c) d = 3:68 
= 3.32 A, Cj5)-C(2) = 3.37 

= 3.50 A.64 

( d )  d = 3.31 .\, C(6)-C(2) = 3.50 A, C(6)-0(2) 
C(5)-0(2) = 3.43 .$, F(.i)-N(3) = 3.37 A, F(3) - C 

schemes are completely unrelated in the four crystal structures shown in 
Figure 1 ; however, the base-base stacking association and the interactions 
involving O(1)’  are very similar in the four structures. The stacking pat- 
terns in polynucleotides also display a number of these common features. 

2 J31 / 

\ 
N- 

/ 
RlboSC? 

Ribose \h,/H N- 

i’ 
H 

H 
Fig. 9. Stacking i n  the crystal str!cture of 8-brornogua~osiiie; d = 8.48 A, Br-C(S) = 

3.464 A, Br-N(7) = 3.359 A.6’ 
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0 
I 

(0) Uracil 

d.3.32 
CI 
/ 

(b) Thymine Monohydrote 

d = 3.39 

0 1  
0 

(c) 4,5-Diomino-2-Chloropyrimidins 

d = 3.34 

(d) lsocytosinc 

dz3.3 

Fig. 10. Pyrimidine overlap iiivolviiig one ring iiitrogeii atom: (a) d = 3.32 .&, C('2)- 
N(1) = 3.32.1, C(4)-C(.i) = 3.33 .\, 0(2)-N(l) = 3.49 .\;70 ( b ) d  = %.39 .\, C(4)-C(5) 
= 3.42 .I, C(2)-N(1) = 3.43 .\;7' ( ~ ) d  = 3.34 .\, N(l)-C(2) =3.%4 .\, N(l) -N(3)  = 
3.49 .\, C(.i)-C(4) = 3.39 .\;72 ( d )  8 = 9.80", N ( l t C ( 2 )  = 3.4X.1, C(S)-N(3) = 3.45 
.I, N(3)-N(3) = 3.42 A, C(4)-C(4) = 3.4'2 .I, C(4)-0(4) 328 .I, C(.i)-C(4) = 3.23 .\, 
C(3)-0(4) = 3.36 .&, O(4) - O(4) = 3.31 .\.73 

It thus appears that, in addition to acting as a stabilizing force, stacking 
interactions probably play :L major role in establishing arid m:iintaining the 
structural specificity of the riiicleic acids. 

The solid-st:itr st:icking nppnrently cmtiot be rntionnlizd on the basis 
of permanent, molecular dipole-dipole interact ions. Rase stacking occurs 
regardless of whether the dipole moments of the bases are parallel, anti- 
parallel, or in an intermediate orientation. Among the structures exam- 
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ined, there are numerous examples in which bases are stacked with their 
dipole moments approximately parallel and thus in the most unfavorable 
configuration for dipole-dipole interactions; a particularly good example of 
this is found in the guanosine structure (Fig. 13), where the dipole mo- 
m e n t ~ ~ ~  of adjacent guanine moieties are almost exactly parallel and super- 
imposed. 

It is interesting that the strength of association between the bases in 
aqueous solution decreases in the order purine-purine, purine-pyrimidine, 
pyrimidine-pyrimidine." The polarizabilities of purines are considerably 
greater than those of this suggests that induction effects 
are also important in solution base stacking and may provide an explana- 
tion for the observed differences in the stacking properties of purines and 
pyrimidines. Experimentally, the degree of self-association of nucleosides 
in aqueous solution correlates with the polarizabilities of the bases.112 
Thus it is possible that dipole-induced dipole forces are also largely re- 
sponsible for base stacking in aqueous solutions. Since the specific stacking 
interactions reported here have been found to persist in a number of differ- 
ent crystalline environments, it would not be surprising if these same stack- 
ing patterns are also important in solution. 

Whereas purines and pyrimidines and aromatic charge transfer complexes 
usually do stack in the solid state, aromatic hydrocarbons such as ben- 
zene,102s103 naphthalene, lo4 anthracene,'Oj and phenanthrene106 crystallize in a 
characteristic herringbone pattern, with no overlap between parallel mole- 
cules. However, when heteroatoms are substituted in the rings or polar 
substituents are added to aromatic hydrocarbons, stacking interactions 
become a dominant feature of the crystal  structure^."^ For example, there 
is considerable molecular superposition in the crystal structure of acridine"0 
as contrasted to the absence of stacking in anthracene; similarly, in spite 
of the absence of molecular overlap in the crystal structure of phenanthrene, 
the crystal structure of ethidium bromidelo' displays stacking interactions 
between parallel phenanthridinium rings. In  brief, nonpolar hydrophobic 
compounds do not generally stack in the solid state, whereas polar com- 
pounds usually do. 

The apparent absence of base stacking in nonaqueous ~ o l u t i o n ' ~ ~ ~ ~  has 
been interpreted as evidence that stacking interactions are due to hydro- 
phobic factors involving aggregation which is primarily the consequence of 
solvent effects (for discussion see 1;elsenfeld and The manner in 
which hydrophobic factors cause the aggregation of nonpolar substituents in 
aqueous solution has been discussed by I<auzmann;'15 for the most part, 
such aggregations are due primarily to  the favorable entropy changes ac- 
companying the removal of nonpolar substituents from the water phase. 
However, it is doubtful that such solvent effects could be totally responsible 
for causing the nggregntioii of relatively polar pui iries and pyrimidines in 
aqueous solutions. 112 It is especially unlikely that solvent considerations 
alone can account for the observation that, in aqueous solution, the self- 
association of adenosine is greater than that of ribosyl purine,112 since the 
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\ (a1 Calcium Thymidinc-5'-Phosphate 

C d=3.3 

I 
H (b) 5-Fluorourocil and 9-Ethylhypoxanlhine 

d * 3.2 

I (c) 1 -Methylthymine and 9- Methylodenine 

D.3.28 

Fig. 11 (continued) 
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( d )  9-Ethylguanine ond 5-Methylcytosine 

d - 3 2 7  

k) 8-Bromo-9-Ethyladenine and Phenobortitol 

d = 3  3 

Figd 11. Overlap involviong two ring nitrogen aJoms: ( a )  e = 167.7500, C(4)-C(2) = 

3.35 A, O(4)-C(P) = 3.29 A;'4 (b) 6 = 3.7!', C(.j)-N(3) = 3.36;1, C(5)-C(4) = 3.42 A, 
N(7)-N(3) = 3.26:$, N(7)-C(2) = 3.3S04, N(7)-C(4) = d.41 A, C(8)-N(3) =03.47 A, 
C(X)-C(2) = 3.26 A, C(SYO(2) = 30.39 A;s7 (c) d = 3.28 $, C(2)-C(4) = 3.29 .4,, C(2)- 
N(9) = 3.48 A, N(3)-C(4) = 3.44 A, C(4)-C(2) = 3.29 A, N(9)-C(2) = 3.48 A, C(4) 
-N(3) = 3.44 .&;S6 ( d )  (similar stacking obs:rved in the isomorphoous 9-ethylgaunine-l- 
?ethyl-5-fluorocytosity structure) d = 3.27 A, C(B)-N(7) = 3.45 A, N(7)-N(7) = 3.31 
A, N(7)-C(5) ,= 3.45 A;54 ( e )  B = 7ZO0, C(5)-C(8) = 3.50% C(6)-N(9) = 3.41 A, N(7) 

3.20 -$, C(4)-0(2) = 3.36;4, O(4)-0(2) = 3.37 A, O(4)-N(l) 3.40 A, O(4)-0(2) 

-N(7) = 3.50 A, N(6)-N(9) = 3.45 AJ5 
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H' d.3.22 

Fig. 12 (continurd) 
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I (d) 9-Methylguaninr Hydrokmide 

6 ~ 3 . 3 9  H 

i 
I 

H 

C- 

N- 

O 

Id 5-Flwroumcll and 9-Ethylhfloxanthina If) Hypoxonfhine Hydrochloride 

6 ~ 3 . 3 4  6.3.20 

Fig. 12. Stacking of protonated twines and the similar stacking of nonprotonatd 
S-ethylhypoxtnthine: (a) d = 3.30 A, N ( l t N ( 2 )  = 3.360A, C(.i)-C(2) = 3.42 A, C(5)- 
N(3) = 3.40 A, C(5 tN(2)  = 3.4sod, C(6)-C(2) = 3.43 A, C(6)-N(2) = 3.28 d, N(7)- 
N(3I0= 3.31 d, N(7)-C(4)o= 3.40A4;76 ( b ) d  = 3t27 A,C(S)-N(3): 3.43.6;,N(7)-N(3) 
3.40 A N(6)-N(1) 3.35 A, N(6)-C(2) 7 3.37 A;77 (c) d = 3.22 A, C(2)-C(6) = 3.46 A; 
C(2)-N(6) = $46 A, N(3)-C(.?) = 3.44 A, N(3)-N(7) = 3.26 .;, C(4)-N(7) = 3.49 b;78 
( d )  d = 3.39 &, N ( l t O ( 6 )  = 3.48 &, C(Z)-C(6) = 3.42&, C(2)-o(6) = 3.48 d, N(3)- 
C(5) = 3.45 A, N(2)-N(1) - 3.42 A, N(2)-C(6) = 3d47 A;79 (e) d = 3.34 A, C(Z)-C(6) 
= 3.55 A, C(2)-0(6) = 3.4! b, N(3)-C(5) = 3.4% -4, N(3)-N(7) = 3.460A;67 (f) d = 
3.20 A, ?(3)-N(7) = 3.40 A, ?(9)-0(6) = 3.43 A, N(9)-N(1) = 3.35 A, N(9)-C(6) 
= 3.24 A, C(4)-0(6) = 3.22 A, C(4)-C(6) = 3.37 b, C(5)-0(6) = 3.31 
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polar amino group should enhance the solvation properties of the nucleo- 
side. Although solvent effects probably play a role in causing the aggrega- 
tion of purines and pyrimidines in aqueous solution, it is possible that other 
factors, presumably the specific types of polar interactions described here, 
also stabilize the stacked states. 

It is also possible that the absence of purine and pyrimidine stacking in 
nonaqueous solutions is partially due to specific solvent-base interactions 
which are similar to the interactions depicted here. Many of the nonaque- 
ous solvents utilized for studying base-base interactions consist of molecules 
with polar substituents which might interact with purines and pyrimidines, 
thus competing with the forces causing self-association of the bases. This 
possibility is supported by work which demonstrates a pronounced correla- 
tion between the polariaabilities of solvents and their abilities to act as 
denaturing agents116 for nucleic acids. Specific interactions between 
chloroform and aromatic compounds have been dem~nstrated;l"~~~* per- 
haps similar interactions are partially responsible for the observed absence 
of base stacking in chloroform  solution^.^^ Similarly, the absence of base 
stacking in dimethyl sulfoxide and dimethylf0rmamide~~3~3 may be due to 
interactions between solvent oxygen atoms and the bases. These interac- 
tions might be similar to those depicted in Figures 6 and 7. In  this respect, 
it is also of interest that certain anions will denature nucleic acids and will 
increase the water solubilit,ies of purines and Robinson 

C P 

(01 Guanosine 

d s 3.3 

Fig. 13 (continued) 
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4 

0 

(b) Guanosine 

d'3.3 

C 

(c) lnosine 

d - 3 . 3  

Fig. 13 (continued) 
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(d) lnosine 

d* 3.3 

Fig. 13. Purine stacking in the crystal structurzs of guanosine and inosine:S1*82 (a) 8 = 
0.61°, C(2)-C(8) = 3.40 d, C(2)-N(9) = 3.33 AJ N(3)-C(4) = 3.49 A, N(3)-N(9) = 

3.36 d, C(4)-N(3) = 3.37 d, C(4)-C(4) = 3.41 A, C(5)-C(2) = 3.43 d, C(6)-C(5) = 
3.35 A, C(SjC(6) = 3.33 A, N(7)-N(1) = 3.49 4, N(7)-C(2) = 3.29 A, N(7)-N(2) = 

3.47 A, C(8)-C(2) = 3.47 4, C(8)-N(2) = 3.39 ,A, N(9)-N(3) = 3.47 b, N(2)-C(8) = 
3.34 d, 0(6)-C(S) = 3.28 A, O(6)-O(6) ~ 3 . 3 0  A, N(1) -C(5) = 3.34 A, N(l)-N(7) = 
3.37 A; ( b )  8 = 0.8201 N(lbC(5) = 3.49b, C(2)-C(5) = 3.40 A, C(2)-N(7) = 3.34 b, 
N(3)-C(4) = 3.30 A, N(3)-N(9) = 3.46 A, C(4)-N(3) = 3.45 A, C(4)-C(4) = 3.46 A, 
C(5)-N(1) = 3.33 d, C(5)-C(6) = 3.41 d, C(6)-C(6) = 3.35 A, C(6)-0(6) = 3.36 d, 
N(7bC(l) = 3.43 4, C(8)-C(2) = 3.46 4, C(8)-N(2) = 3.33 A, N(9)-C(2) = 3.41 A, 
N(9)-N(3) = 3.43 A, N(2)-N(7) 3.45 A, N(2)-C(8) = 3.38 d, O(6)-0(6) = 3.37 d; 
(c) 8 = 3.61°, N ( l t C ( 5 )  = 3.40 ALN(1)-N(7) = 3.39 A, C(2)-N(9) = 3.40 A, N(3)- 
N(9) = 3.44 A, C(4)-N(3) = 3.34 6, C(4)-C(4) = 3.44 4, C(5)-C(2) = 3.41 A, C(.5)- 
"(3) = 3.42 b, C(5)-C(4) = 3.48 A, C(G)-C(R) = 3.31 A, C(6)-C(6) = 3.35 d, N(7)- 
N(1) = 3.45 b, N(7)-C(2) = 3.21 &, C(sFC(2) = 3.46 hi, N(9)-N(3) = 3.43 A, O(6)- 
C(6) = 3.22 b, 0(6)-0(6) ,= 3.28A; ( d ) B  = 2.76", N(l)-C(5) = 3.41 d, N(l)-N(7) = 
3.45 d, C(2)-C(5) = 3.32 A, C(2)-N(7) = 3.28 d, C(2)-C(8) = 3.42 A, N(3)-C(4) 3.21 
A, N(3)-C(5) = 3.46 A, N(3)-N(9) = 3.36 A, C(4)-C(2) = 3.48J, C(4)-N(3) = 3.40 A, 
C(4bC(4) = 3.42 d, C(5)-N(I) = 3.35 4, C(5)-C(6) = 3.44 A, C(6)-C(6) = 3.34 A, 
C(SW(6) = 3.40 d, N(7)-N(l) = 3.48 A, N(9)-C(2) = 3.43 A, N(9)-N(3) = 3.43 A, 
O(6)-0(6) = 3.39 d. 

and Grant121 present evidence that these effects are due to direct interac- 
tions of the anions with the bases; possibly these int,eractions also can be 
attributed to dipole-induced dipole forces involving the polar anions and 
the polarizable bases. 
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(a) Guanine i 
d.3.30 

(bl S-Ethylader*le ond I -Methyl-5-Fluoraurocil 

d=3.31 

H 
\ 

(c) Purine 

d.3.38 

li 

Fig. 14 (conlin7icd) 
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Halogenated Purines and Pyrimidines 

The results of several studies suggest that halogen substituents affect 
base-stacking interactions. For example, it has been demonstrated that 
the thermal stabilities of double helical polynucleotides are enhanced when 
halogenated pyrimidines are substituted for the naturally occurring 
 base^,'^*-^^^ and it has been concluded that these effects may be due to 
altered base-stacking i n t e r a ~ t i o n s . ' ~ ~ ? ' ~ ~  In  addition, it has been shown 
that association of nucleosides occurs to a greater extent in aqueous solu- 
tions of 5-bromodeoxyuridine than in solutions of thymidine or uridine.'8*112 

Comparison of the base-stacking patterns in crystal structures of halo- 
genated and nonhalogenated bases suggests that halogen substituents have 

(d) 9-Melhylodenine 

4a3.33 n 
H 

H 

b) 9-EMyladenine and I -Melhylurocil 
I 

'"\n ds3.61 

Fig. 14 (continued) 
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\ (1) 9-Methyladenine 
H 

6.3.41 

Fig. 14. Purine structures with moderat: amounts of base oveorlap: (a) d = 3.30 ,!, 
C(2)-N(l) = 3.35 b, N(3)-N(1) = 3.40 A, N(3)-C(2) = 3.40 A, C(4)-C(5) = 3.36 A, 
C(4)-C(6) = 3.42 b, C(5)-C(6) = 3.43 w,0C(.i)-0(6) = 3.44 h;, C(6)-0(6) = 3.35 6, 
C(8)-N(7) = 3.30 &, N(9)-C(5) = 3.3g0A, N(9)-N(7) = 3.46;8V3 ( b )  d = 3.31 4, 
N(l)-C(8) = 3.43&, N(3)-N(1) = 3.4% A, C(4)-N(7) = 3.4z0b, C(z)-(C5) = 3.4g0A, 
C(6)-C(8) = 3.27 4 ,  C(6)-N(9) = 5.46 A 4 ,  N(9)-N(6) = 2.49 A, C(9)-N(6) = 2.38.4;w 
( c )  d = 3.38 b, N(I)-C(6) = 3.44 4, C(2)-N(1) = 3.49 A, N(3)-C(4) = 3.44 ,A, C(4)- 
c(5) = 3.46 &, C(4)-N(7) = 3.45 :4, N(9)-C(8) = 3.37 ( d )  d = 3.33 A, N(1)- 
C(4) = 3.43 4, N(I)-N(9) = 3.38,4,, C(2)-C(4) = 3.49 W, C(2)-C(;i) = 3.40 d, N(3)- 
C(5) = $38 A, N(3)-C(6) = 03.45 A;85 ( e )  d = 3.61 A;55 (f) d = 3.41 d, C(4)-C(8) 
= 3.42 A, C(5)-N(9) = 3.48 A.85 

a pronounced effect on solid-state base stacking. From Figures S and 9, it 
is apparent that interactions of halogen atoms with the ring systems of 
adjacent purines and pyrimidines is a common feature in the stacking 
patterns of several crystal structures. In  general, the presence of a halogen 
substituent results in a stacking pattern which permits intimate contact be- 
tween the halogen atoms and an adjacent base. The effects of halogen sub- 
stituents on base stacking patterns are especially apparent when the base 
stacking pattern in the crystal structure of S-bromog~anosine~~ (Fig. 9) is 
compared with that in the crystal structure of guanosines1,*2 (Pigs. 13a and 
13b). In  the guanosine structure, the bases are essentially supe imposed 
with a large amount of purine overlap. When a bromine atom is sub- 
stituted in the 8-position of the guanine moiety, the stacking is altered so 
that the bromine atom forms close contacts with a neighboring base; it is 
noteworthy that the bromine contact with atom C(5) is considerably shorter 
than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the atoms involved, suggesting a 
rather strong interaction. 

As seen in Figure 7, interaction of halogen atoms with uracil rings is a 
common feature in several crystal structures of halogenated uracil deriva- 
tives. It might be expected that similar interactions would be important in 
nucleic acids containing halogenated pyrimidines. Incorporation of &halo- 
genated uracil derivatives in nucleic acids leads to mutagenesis which ap- 
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pears to be due to mispairing between the uracil derivatives and guanine.126 
Considering the base-stacking patterns found in crystals of halogenated ura- 
cil derivatives, a model which might account for mispairing in nucleic acids 
is depicted in Figures 22-24. 

Figure 22a shows the stacking of adjacent pyrimidines in the biologically 
active B form of DNA, along with the normal Watson-Crick comple- 

H H  

I 

(0) 4-Am1no-2.6-Dichloropyrim1dme 

dz3.76 

(c) Pyrimidine 

d.370 

Fig. 15. Pyrimidiiie atackiiig iiivolvirigoexteiisive overlapoaccompaliied by large iiiter- 
planar spacings: ( a )  d = 3.76 A;s' ( b )  d = 3.77 (c) d = 3.78 

mcntary hydrogen bonding between adenine and thymine. It is obvious 
that this stacking pattern does not permit the substituent at the .?-position 
of the pyrimidine to interact 1% ith the adjacent pyrimidine ring. Stjacking 
similar t o  that shown in Figure 22a is found in the crystal structures of non- 
halogenated uracil derivatives (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 226 shows a modified stacking pattern which results from a slight 
rotation arid translation of the lower uracil residue shown in Figure 2% 
This modified pattern allows the substituent at the 5-position of the pyrim- 
idine to  interact with the neighboring base; as seen in Figure 8, this stack- 
ing pattern is similar to that found in the crystal structures of halogenated 
uracil derivatives. As a consequence of this modified stacking pattern, the 
uracil derivative assumes an orientation which could result in hydrogen 
bonding to guanine, as sl-io\vii in Figure 226. If the normal conformation of 

Q 

Fig.-l6. Iiitrastrand stackhg itlothe A form of DNA, e = i i . 8 O : * *  ( a )  0(6)-0(6) = 3.04 
.I; ( 6 )  N(1) - N(7) = 9.42 .I; (c) N(1)-C(3) = 9.45 .!; ( d )  N(1)-C(3) = 3.43 p\. 

the complementary strand were maintained, the rotated uracil derivative 
could only pair with guanine. As shown by Figure 23a, adenine could no 
longer hydrogen-bond to  the uracil residue, and incorporation of an adenine 
residue in the complementary strand would result in an unreasonably short, 
rionbonded contact. I'igurr 23) s h o ~  s that :L pyrimidine incorporated in 
the complementary strand ould be too far removcd from the rotated uracil 
residue to  result in hydrog.cn boudirig. 

Interactions between 1i:~Iogen substituents arid purines could also lead to 
mispairing when tl halogenated uracil derivative is incorporated adjacent to 
a purine in DNA. As shov 11 in l'igure 24a, the normal purine-pyrimidine 
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intrastrand stacking would not permit a halogen substituent a t  the 5-posi- 
tion of the pyrimidine to associate with the adjacent purine ring. How- 
ever, as in the pyrimidine-pyrimidine stacking depicted in Figure 22, inter- 
action of the halogen atom with the purine ring could be accomplished by a 
slight translation and counterclockwise rotation of the pyrimidine. Figure 
236 shows that this modified purine-pyrimidine stacking pattern could re- 
sult in hydrogen bonding between the uracil derivative and a guanine resi- 

-k 

Fig. 17. Intra$and stacking on the B foLm of DNA, 8 = 4.8°:89 no contacts 
shortoer than 3.5 A; ( c )  N(1) - N(1) = 3.38 A; ( d )  N(1) - C(6) = 3.48 A, 0(2)-C(5) = 
3.47 A. 

due in the complementary strand. Again, it is found that, in this modified 
orientation, the uracil derivative could not hydrogen bond with adenine or 
with a pyrimidine. 

Thus, as a consequence of altered base stacking interactions, halogenated 
uracil derivatives might specifically pair n.ith guanine. This would result 
in the substitution of an erroneous amino acid into proteins which are con- 
structed under the direction of the altered nucleic acids; therefore, the 
proposed model could account for the observed mutagenic effects of halo- 
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genated pyrimidines. Evidently, pairing errors involving halogenated ura- 
cil derivatives occur only a t  a few specific genetic sites, suggesting that the 
mispairing is somewhat dependent upon the local base composition a t  the 
site of substitution in nucleic acids.126 Since base stacking necessarily in- 
volves the adjacent bases, an attractive feature of the model depicted in 
Figures 22-24 is the possibility that such stacking effects might explain this 
site-specificity of the mutations produced by halogenated uracil derivatives. 
It has been demonstrated that stacking forces vary for different combina- 

Fig. 18. Iiitrastraiid stacking it the C form of DNA, e o= 11.0":~ ((I), ( b ) ,  i d )  iio 
contacts shorter than 3.50 A; ( c )  N(l)-N(l) = 3.36 .I, C('LFN(1) = 3.36 A. 

tions of bases and are considerably dependent upon base sequence in oligo- 
n u c l e o t i d e ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Consequently, it might be expected that the effects 
\I hich halogenated pyrimidines have on base stacking I\ ould be dependent 
upon the local stquence of bases a t  the site of substitution i n  nucleic acids. 
Although an altei ed base-stacliing pattern (and the concomitant mispairing 
11 ith guanine) could result from incorporation of a halogenated uracil resi- 
due adjacent to either a purine or a pyrimidine base, it is reasonable to as- 
sume that the importance of such stacking effects \\ ould be some\\ hat de- 
pendent upon the actual base sequence at  the site of substitution. 
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Role of Atom O(1)’ 

The interactions between ribose ring oxygen atoms, 0(1) ’, arid adjacent 
purines and pyrimidines is probably also due to dipole-induced dipole 
forces. The bond between atoms O(1)’ and C(1)’ in nucleosides and nucleo- 
tides usually displays some double-bond ~ h a r a c t e r , ~ ~  suggesting that atom 
O(1)‘  may possess a partial positive charge. This possibility is supported by 
the fact that atom O(1)‘ never has been fourid to act as a hydrogen bond 

b 

4 

b 

Fig. 19. IritravtraiidostackiIlg in model 1 1  2f RNA, 0 = 5.6°:91 ( a )  NJl)-C(4) = 3.16 
.\, C(>)-C(4) = 3.OX A, O(6)-?(4) = 2.91 A; ( b )  N[J)-N(7) = 3.21 A, O(2)-oC(X) = 

C(4) = 3.36A. 
3.42 .I; (c) T(l)-C(3) = 3.21 .I, N(3)-C(X) = 3.34 -4; ( d )  N ( l t C ( 5 )  = 3.17 AI, O(2)- 

acceptor (or, a t  most, forms only weak hydrogen bondslZ7) in crystal struc- 
tures of nucleic acid constituents. ItJ is possible that the close contjactjs be- 
h e e n  O(1)’ arid the bases may be due to the int,eraction of tjhe polar oxygen 
atom nith the polarizable bases. Interactions of this type may be impor- 
tant in the binding of aromatic compounds to nucleic acids, since the ribose 
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oxygen atom is readly available on the external surface of the double- 
stranded helix. 

CONCLUSION 

Solid-state base stacking involves a great deal of specificity, with a limited 
number of stacking patterns recurring in a wide range of different crystal 
structures. Extensive overlap of bases is unusual; as a rule, purine and 
pyrimidine stacking occurs with minimal ring overlap and involves inter- 

Poly A 

Fig. 20. Intraatrand slacking ill polyadeiiylic acid; e = so, N(S)-C(P) = 3.46 A.92 

action between a polar region of one base and the polarizable ring system of 
another. It is likely that similar specific interactions are also important in 
aqueous solut,ion arid in biological systems. Thus base stacking may make 
ma.ior contributions to the structural specificit)y, ns well ns the thermo- 
dynamic stability, of nucleic acids. 
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(C) N- Methylphenarilvurn Telrocyaoqhcdrnethanide 

d = 3  26 

Fig. 21 (continued) 
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c \  

(d) Tetrophenylphosphonium Bis (trtrocyonoquinodhethomde) 

d=3.44 
N 

(0) Chloronil with T e t r a t h y l - p - P t M ~ ~ m i m  

d.3.28 

Fig. 21. Stacking interactions in some charge-transfer complexes: (a)d = 3.10 &06 Jb) 
d = 3.30 A (approximately);96 (e) d = 3.20 h;;. ( d )  d = 3.44 A;= (e) d = 3.28 A.OS 
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X = HALOGEN 

(b) 

H 
SUGAR 

I 0 
H 

Fig. 22. Model for t,he mispairing of a ha1ogenat)ed uracil derivative when incorporated 
adjacent to a second uracil derivat#ive in the B form of DNA: ( a )  normal intrastrand 
stacking and comp1ement)ary base pairing with adenine; ( h )  modified intrast.rand stacking 
and resultant mispairing with guanine. 



(a) 

RTEI~EOCHE3IISTIZY OF NUCLEIC ACIDS 

X = HALOGEN 
X 

21.5 

SUGAR 

\ 
0 

Fig. 23. Inability of a rotated halogenated uracil derivative to hydrogen-bond with 
bases other than guanine: ( a )  pair with adenine showing a close riotrhotided contaet; 
( b )  pair with a pyrimidine showing that the iiiterhase separation is too great to permit 
hydrogen bonding. 
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X = HALOGEN 

Fig. 24. Model for the mispairing of a halogenated uracil derivative when incorporated 
adjacent to a purine in the B form of DNA: ( a )  normal intrastrand stacking and com- 
plementary base pairing with adenine; ( b )  modified intrastrand stacking and resultant 
mispairing with guanine. 
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